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InteUioent Data Analysis in Medicine and Pharmaco$~y. Edited by Nada Lavra~, Elpida T. Keravnou, and Bls~ 
Zupan. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Boston, MA. 311 pages. $129.00, NLG 270.00, GBP 87.75. 
Contents: 
Preface. Contributing authors. 1. Intelligent data analysis in medicine and pharmacology: An overview (Nada 
Lavra~, Elpida T. Keravnou, Bla~ Zupan). 
Part I. Data abstraction. 2.Time-oriented analysis of high-frequency data in ICU monitoring (Silvia Miksoh, 
Werner Horn, Christian Popow, Franz Poky). 3. Context-sensitive temporal abstraction of clinical data (Yuval 
Shahar). 4. Temporal abstraction of medical data: Deriving periodicity (Elpida T. Keravnou). 5. Cooperative 
intelligent data analysis: An application to diabetic patients management (Riccardo Bellazzi, Cristiana Larizza, 
Alberto Riva). 6. Ptah: A system for supporting nosocomial infection therapy (Marko Bohanec, Miran Reins, 
Smiljana Slavec, Bo~.o Urh). 
Part II. Data Mining. 7. Prognosing the survival time of patients with anaplastic thyroid carcinoma using ma- 
chine learning (Matja~ Kukar, Nikola Be~i~, Igor Kononenko, Marija Auersperg, Marko Robnik ~ikonja). 8. Data 
analysis of patients with severe head injury (Iztok A. Pilih, Dunja Mladenid, Nada Lavra~, Tine S. Prevec). 
9. Dementia screening with machine learning methods (William R. Shankle, Subramani Mani, Michael J. Pazzani, 
Padhraic Smyth). 10. Experiments with machine learning in the prediction of coronary artery disease progression 
(Branko ~ter, Matja~ Kukar, Andrej Dobnikar, Igor Kranjec, Igor Kononenko). 11. Noise elimination applied to 
early diagnosis of rheumatic diseases (Neda Lavra~, Dragon Gamberger, Sago D~.eroski). 12. Diterpene structure 
elucidation from 13C NMR-spectra with machine l arning (Sago D~.eroski, Steffen Schulze-Kremer, Karsten R. Hei- 
dtke, Karsten Siems, Dietrich Wettschereck). 13. Using Inductive Logic Programming to learn rules that identify 
glaucomatons eyes (Fumio Mizognchi, Hayato Ohwada, Makiko Daidoji, Shiroaki Shirato). 14. Carcinogenesis pre- 
dictions using Inductive Logic Programming (Ashwin Srinivasan, Ross D. King, Stephen H. Muggleton, Michael 
J.E. Sternberg). 15. Concept discovery by decision table decomposition a d its application i  neurophysiology 
(Bla~ Zupan, John A. Halter, Marko Bohanec). 16. Classification of human brain waves using self-organizing maps 
(Udo Heuser, Josef G6ppert, Wolfgang Rosenstiel, Andreas Stevens). 17. Applying a neural network to prostate 
cancer survival data (Michael W. Kattan, Haku Ishida, Peter T. Scardino, J. Robert Beck). Index. 
Procesdinos of the Fifth Eurovean Conference on Gomvuter Suvvorted Cooperative Work. Edited by J. Hughes, 
Wolfgang Prinz, Tom Rodden and Kjeld Schmidt. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht. (1997). 377 pages. 
$136.00, NLG 230.00, GBP 83.00. 
Contents: 
I. Conceptualizing and designing for cooperative work. 1. The production of order and the order of production 
(Graham Button and Wes Sharrock). 2. Plans as situated action: An activity theory approach to workflow sys- 
terns (Jacob E. Bardram). 3. Rethinking CSCW systems: The architecture of MILANO. II. Shared information 
spaces. 4. Effects of the amount of shared information on communication efficiency in side by side and remote help 
dialogues (Laurent Karsenty). 5. MetaWeb: Bringing synchronous groupware to the World Wide Web (Jonathan 
Trevor, Thomas Koch and Gerd Woetzel). 6. Constructing common information space (Liam Bannon and Susanne 
Bcdker). III. Cooperation i real and virtual world. 7. Task conflict and language differences: Opportunities for 
videoeonferencing (Gayna Williams). 8. The social construction and visualisation of a new Norwegian offshore 
installation (Vidar Heps¢). 9. Staging a public poetry performance in a collaborative irtual environment (Steve 
Benford, Chris Greenhalgh, Dave Snowdon and Adrian Bullock). IV. Formalisms and mediation. 10. On distribu- 
tion, drift and the electronic medical record: Some tools for a sociology of the formal (Marc Berg). 11. Tailoring 
cooperation support hrough mediators (Anja Syri). 12. Doing software development: Occasions for automation 
and formalisation (Rebecca E. Grinter). V. Objects, spaces and bodies. 13. Introducing third party objects into 
the spatial model of interaction (Steve Benford and Chris Greenhalgh). 14. Cooperative work and lived cognition: 
A taxonomy of embodied actions (Toni Robertson). 15. Aether: An awareness engine for CSCW (Ovidiu Sandor, 
Christian Bogdan and John Bowers). VI. Sharing: Information and process. 16. Providing flexible services for 
managing shared state in collaborative systems (Hyong Sop Shim, Robert W. Hall, Atul Prakash and Farnam 
Jahanian). 17. Supporting roupware conventions through contextual wareness (Gloria Mark, Ludwin Fuchs and 
Markus Sohlenkamp). 18. Supporting the flow of information through constellations of interaction (Tony Salvador 
and Sara Bly). VII. The influence of devices and environments. 19. Supporting cooperative working using shared 
notebooks (Phil Turner and Susan Turner). 20. Does 'roomware' matter? Investigating the role of personal and 
public information devices and their combination i  meeting room collaboration (Norbert A. Streitz, Petra Rexroth 
and Torsten Holmer). 21. Analysing movement and world transitions in virtual reality teleconfereneing (Chris 
Greenhalgh). VIII. Cooperation and access coordination. 22. Designing for cooperation at a radio station (Finn 
Kensing, Jesper Simonsen and Keld BCdksr). 23. A group-based authorization model for cooperative systems 
(Klaas Sikkel). 24. Gatherers of information: The mission process at the Internation Monetary Fund (Richard 
H.R. Harper). Index of authors. 
The Beaoar and the Prpf$~qor. By Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie. Translated by Arthur Goldhammer. University of 
Chicago Press. Chicago, IL. (1997). 407 pages. $15.00, GBP 11.95. 
Contents: 
Author's note. Part One. Father and son: Thomas and Felix Platter. Part Two. Childhoods and undertakings 
(1499--1551). Part Three. Five years in the land of Oc. Part Four. The year 1557. Part Five. Boy or girl? Notes. 
Bibliography. Maps. Index. A gallery of illustrations. 
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Artificial Intellioence and Mobile Robots: Ca~e Studies of Successfld Robot B~stems. Edited by David Korten- 
kamp, R. Peter Bonamo and Robin Murphy. AAAI Press/MIT Prem, Menlo Park, CA/Cambridge, MA. (1998). 
390 pages. $37.50. 
Contents: 
Preface. Introduction: Mobile robots---A proving ground for AI (R. Peter Bonasso, David Kortenkamp and 
Robin Murphy). I. Mapping and navigation. Introduction to Part I (David Kortenkamp). 1. Map learning 
and high-speed navigation in RHINO (Sebastian Thrun, Arno Biicken, Wolfram Burgard, Dieter Fox, Thorsten 
Fr/ihlinghaus, Daniel Hennig, Thomas Hofmann, Michael Krell and Timo Schmidt). 2. Integrating high-speed 
obstacle avoidance, global path planning and vision sensing on a mobile robot (David Kortenkamp, Marcus Huber, 
Charles Cohen, Ulrich Raschke, Frank Koes and Clare Congdon). 3. Dervish: An office-navigating robot (Illah 
Nourbakhsh). 4. Xavier: A robot navigation architecture based on partially observable Markov decision process 
models (Sven Koenig and Reid G. Simmons). II. Vision for mobile robots. Introduction to Part II (Robin Murphy 
and David Kortenkamp). 5. The Polly system (Ian Horswiil). 6. Coordination and control of sensing for mobility 
using action-oriented perception (Robin R. Murphy). 7. Vehicle guidance architecture for combined lane tracking 
and obstacle avoidance (Bill Schiller, Yu-feng Du, Don Krantz, Craig Shankwitz and Max Donath). III. Mobile 
robot architectures. Introduction to Part III (R. Peter Bonasso). 8. Three-layer architectures (Erann Gat). 9. The 
Saphira architecture for autonomous mobile robots (Kurt Konolige and Karen Myers). 10. The animate agent 
architecture (R. James Firby, Peter N. Prokopowize and Michael J. Swain). 11. Cooperative multiagent robotic 
systems (Ronald C. Arkin and Tucker Baich). 12. Toward advanced mobile robots for manufacturing (Huceheng 
Hu and Michael Brady). 13. The Phoeniz autonomous underwater vehicle (Don Brutzman, Tony Healey, Dave 
Marco and Bob McGhee). Bibliography. Index. 
Hardware: Architectures f~nd Avplicationo. Edited by Abraham Kandel and Gideon Langholz. Kluwer 
Academic Publishers, Boston, MA. (1998). 422 pages. $145.00, NLG 315.00, GBP 95.70. 
Contents: 
Preface. 1. Fuzzy hardware research from historical point of view (Marco Rueso). 2. Three generations of
fuzzy hardware (Liliane Peters and Shuwei Gou). 3. Hardware realization of fuzzy neural networks (C. Hart 
Posksr, Peter J. Czezowski and Witold Pedrycz). 4. AFAN--A tool for the automatic design of digital and analog 
neuro-fuzzy controllers (Ramon Gonzalez Carvajal, Miguel A. Aguirre Echanova, Antonio J. Torralba Siigado and 
Leopoldo Garcia Franquelo). 5. Silicon compilation of fuzzy hardware systems based on generic LR fuzzy cells 
(YauoHwang Kuo and Chao-Lieh Chen). 6. Serial architectures for efficient digital fuzzy hardware proceesing 
(Luis de Salvador Carrasco and Julio Gutierre~Rios). 7. Automatic implementation f piecew~-linear fuzzy 
systems addressing memoryoperformance trade-off (Riccardo Rovatti, Alberto Ferrari and Michele Borgatti). 8. A 
parallel processor architecture for real-time fuzzy applications (Giuseppe Aecia and Vincenzo Catania). 9. Short 
time decision VLSI fuzzy proceesor (Alessandro Gabrieili, Enzo Gandolfi and Maesimo Masetti). 10. Designing a
simple system to greatly accelerate he learning speed of a large class of fuzzy learning methods (Marco Rueso). 
11. Fuzzy controller synthesis method (Jean-Pierre Deschamps). 12. Fuzzy hardware based on encoded trapezoids 
(Antonio Ruiz, Julio Gutierrez and J.A. Felipe Fernandez). 13. Pulse stream techniques for fuzzy hardware 
(Francisco Colodro Ruiz, Antonio J. Torralba Silgedo, John Tombs and Leopoldo Garcia Franquelo). 14. Fuzzy 
cellular system: Characteristics and architecture (l~ccardo Caponetto, Mario Lavor~ma, Luigi Occhipinti and 
GianGnido Rizzotto). 15. Fuzzy wavelets for feature xtraction and failure classification (George Vachtsevanos, 
Vipin K. Ramaui and Muid Mufti). 16. A building block approach to the design of analog neuro-fuzzy systems 
in CMOS digital technologies (Fernando VidaloVerdu, Manuel Delgado-Restituto, Rafael Navas-Gonzalez and 
Angel Rodriguez-Vazquez). 17. Electronic implementation f complex controllers (Alfredo Sane and Jorge Faico). 
Contributors. Index. 
The Ouadratic Assianment Problem: Theoru and Aiaorithmo. By Erada ~ela. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dor- 
drecht. (1998). 287 pages. $125.00, NLG 220.00, GBP 75.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. List of figures. List of tables. 1. Problem statement and complexity aspects. 2. Exact algorithms 
and lower bounds. 3. Heuristics and asymptotic behavior. 4. QAPs on specially structured matrices. 5. Two 
more restricted versions of the QAP. 6. QAPs arising as optimization problems in graphs. 7. On the biquadratic 
assignment problem (BIQAP). References. Notation index. Subject index. 
Renormalization Methods: Critical Phenomena. Chaos. ~acta/Structures. By Annick Lesne (translated by Leila 
Schneps). John Wiley & Sons, Chichester, U.K. (1995). 360 pages. $70.00. 
Contents: 
Preface. Foreword by Pierre Coilet. 1. Principles and physical framework. 2. A comparative study of two typical 
examples. 3. Mathematical spects. 4. Statistical mechanics. Supplement 4A. Graph analysis. Supplement 4B. 
Spin glasses. 5. Dynamical systems and chaos. Supplement 5A. Ergodic theory and related statistical results. 
Supplement 5]3. Fibered renormalization. Supplement 5C. Renormalization f circle mappings. Supplement 5D. 
Fully developed turbulence. 6. Stochastic diffusion. Supplement 6A. Polymer physics. 7. Fractal structures. Sup- 
plement ?A. Percolation. Appendices. I  Measures and probabilities. II. Dynamical systems. IIL Thermodynamic 
formalism. IV. The Fourier transform. Bibliography. Index. 
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Flexible Oueru Answerino Systems. Edited by Troeis Andreasen, Henning Chrietianasn a d Henrik Lagind Larsen. 
Kluwer Academic Publishers, Boston, MA. (1997). 290 pages. $125.00, NLG 270.00, GBP 82.50. 
Contents: 
Preface. Introduction 1.Not all answers are equally good: Estimating the quality of database answers (Amihal 
Motto and Igor Rakov). 2. Fuzzy query language for hypothesis evaluation (Dan Rasmusen and Ronald R. Yager). 
3. Using fuzzy sets in flexible querying: Why and how? (Didier Dubois and Henri Prade). 4. Nonstandard database 
interaction from metalogic programming (Troeis Andreasen and Henning Christiansen). 5. A fuzzy deductive 
relational database (O. Pous, J.M. Medina, J.C. Cubero and M.A. Vila). 6. Metareasoning a ents for query- 
answering systems (Jonas Barklund, Pierangelo Dell'Acqua, Stefania Costantini and Gaetano A. Lanzarone). 
7. Fuzzy querying in a concept object algebraic data model (Henrik Legind Larsen and Jcrgen Fischer Nileson). 
8. Flexible query-answering i  a group of databases (Laurence Cholvy). 9. Fuzzy time indications in natural 
languages interfaces (R. De Caluwe, B. Van der Cruyssen, G. De Trd, F. Devos and P. Maesfranckx). 10. Fuzzy 
queries against regular fuzzy databases (Patrick Bosc and Olivier Pivert). 11. Answering queries about validity and 
completeness of data: From modal ogic to relational lgebra (Robert Demolombe). 12. Constructing aggregation 
functions using fuzzy modeling (Ronald R. Yager). 13. Flexible querying using fuzzy logic: An implementation 
for Microsoft Access (Janusz Kacprzyk and Stawomir Zadro). 14. Fuzzy decision trees and databases (Bernadette 
Bouchon-Meunier and Christophe Marsala). Index. 
Simulatino Oraanizations: Comvutational Models of Institutions and Gr~po. Edited by Michael Prietula, Kath- 
leen M. Carley and Les Gasser. AAAI Press/MIT Press, Menlo Park, CA/Cambridge, MA. (1998). 248 pages. 
$45.00. 
Contents: 
Foreword. Acknowledgments. Introduction. I  Organizations a multi-agent systems. 1. Webbots, trust, and 
organizational science (Kathleen M. Carley and Michael J. Prietula). 2. Team-Soar: A model for team decision 
making (MinCheol Kang, Laurie B. Walsel and William A. Wallace). 3. Designing organizations forcomputational 
agents (Young-pa So and Edmund H. Durfee). II. Organizations and external conditions. 4. The choice between 
accuracy and errors: A contingency analysis of external conditions and organizational decision making performance 
(Zhiang Lin). 5. Fluctuating efforts and sustainable cooperation (Bernardo A. Huberman and Natalie S. Glance). 
6. Task environment centered simulation (Keith S. Decker). III. Organizations and information technology. 7. An 
organizational ontology for enterprise modeling (Mark S. Fox, Mihal Barbuceanu, Michael Gruninger and Jinxin 
Lin). 8. Modeling, simulating, and enacting complex organizational processes: A life cycle approach (Walt Scacchi). 
9. An approach to modeling communication a d information technology in organizations (David J. Kaplan and 
Kathleen M. Carley). 10. Organizational Mnemonics: Exploring the role of information technology in collective 
remembering and forgetting (Kent Sandoe). Conclusion. Validating and docking: An overview, summary and 
challenge (Richard Burton). Bibliography. Index. 
Buildino Object Avvliostions that Work: Your Stev-b~-Stev Handbook for Develovino Robust Sttsterns with Ob4ec$ 
Technoloav. By Scott W. Ambler. Cambridge University Press/SIGS Books, Cambridge/New York. (1998). 
476 pages. $39.95. 
Contents: 
About the author. Foreword. Preface. Acknowledgments. I. Introduction to building object applications. 
1. Where we've been before Object-oriented concepts and techniques. II. Object-oriented analysis, design, and 
architecture. 2. Bubbles and lines--Useful diagrams for object-oriented analysis and design. 3. Improving your 
design--A class-type architecture. 4. Reusing your development efforts---Object-oriented patterns. 5. Development 
in the 90s and beyond--Designing distributed object-oriented applications. III. Object-oriented construction. 
6. Measuring and improving the quality of your work---Object-oriented metrics. 7. Choosing an object-oriented 
language---Comparing the leading languages. 8. Building your application--Effective object-oriented construction 
techniques. 9. Making your applications usable--Object-oriented userinterface design. 10. Making your objects 
persistent--Object-orientation nd databases. IV. Object-oriented testing. 12. Making sure your applications 
work--Full life-cycle object-oriented testing (FLOOT). V. Conclusion. 13. Where to go from here---Personal 
success trategies. Appendices. A. Notation summary. B. Visual glossary. Index. 
Visual Object-Oriented Proqramminq Usinq Delph£ By Richard Wiener and Claude Wiatrowski. SIGS Books, 
Now York. (1996). 554 pages. $49.95 (CD-ROM included). 
Contents: 
About the authors. Foreword. Preface. Acknowledgements. I. Basic principles. 1. Object-oriented program- 
ming. 2. Event-driven a d Windows programming. 3. Visual programming. 4. The marriage of object-oriented and 
visual programming in Delphi. II. The Delphi visual object-oriented system. 5. The Delphi metaphor for visual 
programming. 6. Delphi components in more detail. 7. Construction ofcustom components~An overview. 8. Roll- 
book application: Specifications, analysis, and design. 9. Rollbook application: Implementation. III SpeclaliT~l 
aspects of Windows programming. 10. Dynamic link libraries. 11. Creating effective animations. 12. Building 
multimedia pplications. IV. A case study. 13. Model-view-controller and visual solitaire game: The model. 
14. Solitaire game: The view. 15. Solitaire game: Moving bitmaps without flicker. 16. Visual solitaire game 
maintenance: The computer moves. Index. 
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Advn_,~d Obiect~Oriented Analysis and Desion Usino UML. By James Odeil. Cambridge University Prees/SIGS 
Books, Cambridge/New York. (1998). 246 pages. $34.95. 
Contents: 
About the author. Foreword by Martin Fowler. Preface. Acknowledgments. I. Structural issues. Modeling 
objects: Using binary- and entity-relationship approaches. Object types as objects and vbice versa. Power types. 
Specifying structural constraints. Toward a formalization of OO analysis (James J. Odell and Guns Ramacksrs). 
II. Dynamic issues. What is object state? Dynamic and multiple classification. Events and their specification. 
Approaches to finite-state machine modeling. III. Business rules. Business rules. Using rules with diagrams. 
IV. Object complexity. Managing object complexity, Part I: Classification and Generalization. Managing object 
complexity, Part II: Aggregation. V. Object aggregation. Six different kinds of aggregation. A foundation for 
aggregation (Conrad Bock and James J. Odell). A user-level model of aggregation (Conrad Bock and James 
J. Odell). VI. Design templates. From analysis to design using templates, Part I (James J. Odell and Martin 
Fowler). From analysis to design using templates, Part II (James J. Odeil and Martin Fowler). From analysis 
to design using templates, Part III (James J. Odell and Martin Fowler). VII. The process of objects. Method 
engineering. User workshop techniques. Object-oriented methodologies. Index. 
[-lmel's Idea of a Phenomenolo~v of Suirit. By Michael N. Forster. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL. 
(1998). 661 pages. $75.00, GBP 59.95 (cloth); $30.00, GBP 23.95 (paper). 
Contents: 
Acknowledgments. Introduction. I. The official project of the Phenomenology. 1. The Phenomenology as 
"Introduction" to Hegelian science. 2. Curing modern culture: The pedagogical tasks. 3. Justifying Hegelian 
science: The epistemological t sks. 4. Creating God, meaning, and truth: The metaphysical tasks. II. The 
official project continued: The relation of the Phenomenology to Hegelian science. 5. The Phenomenology as 
"Appearance" ofHegelian science. 6. The Phenomenology's independence from Hegelian science. 7. The Aufhebung 
of the Phenomenology toHegelian science. III. History and historicism in the Phenomenology. 8 Two varieties of 
historiclsm. 9. History in the chapters Consciousness through Reason. 10. Intellectual historicism in the chapters 
Conscimumess through Reason. 11. History in the chapters Spirit through Absolute Knowing. 12. Further 
intellectual historiclsm in the Phenomenolo~y. IV. Phenomenology and Ur-Phenomenology: Phenomenolog~ and 
logic. 13. The issues. 14. The basic case for a shift in plan. 15. The underlying logic of the Phenomenology. 
16. The effects of the shift in plan on the design of the Phenomenology. 17. Hegel's reasons for the shift in plan. 
V. Hegel's later attitude toward the Phenomenoloyy. 18. A fundamental reinterpretation r devaluation? 19. The 
historical relativity of the Phenomenology. Appendices. Index. 
Modeli~ D~mamic Economic Systems. By Matthias Ruth and Bruce Hannon. Springer-Verlag, New York. 
(1997). 339 pages. $59.95, sFr 77.50, GBP 34.00 (CD-ROM included). 
Contents: 
Foreword (Jay W. Forrester). Series preface. Preface. Notation. I. Introduction. 1. Modeling dynamic 
systems. 2. Disaggregation f stocks. II. Methods for dynamic modeling. 3. System boundaries in space and time. 
4. Scheduling flows. 5. Positive feedback in the economy. III. Microeconomic models of firms. 7. Introduction 
to modeling economic processes. 8. Substitution of inputs in production. 9. Time value. 10. Opportunity cost. 
11. The profit-maximizing competitive firm. 12. The profit-maximizing monopoly. 13. Monopolistic ollusion. 
14. Quaei-competitive equilibrium. 15. Modeling economic games. IV. Modeling optimal use of nonrenewable 
resources. 16. Competitivescarcity. 17 Competitive scarcity with substitution. 18. Competitive scarcity with cost 
dependent on production rate and resource size. 19. Competitive scarcity with technical change. 20. Competitive 
scarcity with exploration. 21. Monopoly scarcity. 22. Monopoly scarcity with variable interest rate. 23. Monopoly 
scarcity with cost dependent on production rate and resource size. V. Modeling optimal use of renewable r sources. 
24. Optimal timber harvest. 25. Managing open access resources. 26. Optimal harvest from fisheries. 27. Predator- 
prey models of fisheries. 28. Spatial fishery model. VI. Chaos in economic models. 29. Preference cycles and 
chaos. 30. Nonmonotonic demand and supply curves. 31. Price expectation and production lags. 32. Chaos in 
macroeconomic models. VII. Conclusions. 33. Building a modeling community. Appendices. A1. Installation 
instructions for Macintosh version. A2. Installation instructions for Windows version. A3. Quick help guide. 
MADONNA quick start. B1. Installation of MADONNA. B2. Example: Harmonic oscillator. References. Index. 
~,tionalit~ an~l Power: Democracu in Practice. By Bent Flyvbjerg (Translated by Steven Sampson). University 
of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL. (1998). 290 pages. $43.00, GBP 35.95 (cloth); $16.95, GBP 13.50 (paper). 
Contents: 
Preface. Map of Downtown Aalborg. 1. In some remote comer of the universe. 2. The Aalborg Project. 
3. Bacon and Nietzeche come to Northern Jutland. 4. Power defines reality. 5. Rationality as frozen politics. 6. The 
rationality of resistance. 7. The weakness of the better argument. 8. The Longue Dur~e of Power. 9. Rationality 
in the context of pow~. 10. Interpretation ver truth. 11. Antagonistic reactions at play. 12. Farewell to reason. 
13. The Dream Plan. 14. Knowledge kills action. 15. Minutiae matter. 16. Myths die hard. 17. Exit the innovators. 
18. A single drama ... with an endless play of dominations. 19. l~e~llty check. 20. Power has a rationality that 
rationality does not know. Postscript. Appendices. A. Main actors in the Aalborg Project. B. Chronology of the 
Aalborg Project. C. Elements in the original Aalborg Project. Notes. Index. 
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Loaic as Alaebra. The Dolciani Mathematical Expositions, Number Twenty-One. By Paul Halmos and Steven 
Givant. Mathematical Association of America. (1998). 141 pages. $27.00. 
Contents: 
What is logic? 1. To count or to think. 2. A small alphabet. 3. A small grammar. 4. A small logic. 5. What 
is truth? 6. Motivation of the small language. 7. All mathematics. Propositional calculus. 8. Propositional 
symbols. 9. Propositional abbreviations. 10. Polish notation. 11. Language as an algebra 12. Concatenation. 
13. Theorem schemata. 14. Formal proofs. 15. Entailment. 16. Logical equivalence. 17. Conjunction. 18. Algebraic 
identities. Boolean algebra. 19. Equivalence classes. 20. Interpretations. 21. Consistency and Boolean algebra 
22. Duality and commutativity. 23. Properties of Boolean algebras. 24. Subtraction. 25. Examples of Boolean 
algebras. Boolean universal algebra. 26. Subaigebras. 27. Homomorphisms. 28. Examples of homomorphisms. 
29. Free algebras. 30. Kernels and ideals. 31. Maximal ideals. 32. Homomorphism theorem. 33. Consequences. 
34. Representation theorem. Logic via algebra. 35. Pre-Boolean algebras. 36. Substitution rule. 37. Boolean logics. 
38. Algebra of the propositional calculus. 39. Algebra of proof and consequence. Lattices and infinite operations. 
40. Lattices. 41. Non-distributive lattices. 42. Infinite operations. Monadic predicate calculus. 43. Propositional 
functions. 44. Finite functions. 45. Functional modadic algebras. 46. Functional quantifiers. 47. Properties of 
quantifiers. 48. Monadic algebras. 49. Free monadic algebras. 50. Modal logics. 51. Monadic logics. 52. Syllogisms. 
Index. 
Dimension Theoru in D~namical S~tstems: Contemnoraru Views and Applications. By Yakov B. Pesin. Univer- 
sity of Chicago Press, Chicago, IL. (1997). 304 pages. $56.00, GBP 44.75 (cloth); $19.95, GBP 15.95 (paper). 
Contents: 
Preface. Introduction. I. Carathdodory dimension characteristics. 1. General carathdodory construction. 
2. C-structures associated with metrics: Hausdorff dimension and box dimension. 3. C-structures associated 
with metrics and measures: Dimension spectra. Appendix I. Hansdorff (box) dimension and Q-(box) dimension of 
sets and measures in general metric spaces. 4. C-structures associated with dynamical systems: Thermodynamic 
formalism. Appendix II. Variational principle for topological pressures; Symbolic dynamical systems; Bowen's 
equation. Appendix III. An example of carathdodory structure generated by dynamical systems. II. Applications 
to dimension theory and dynamical systems. 5. Dimension of Cantor-like sets and symbolic dynamics. 6. Multi- 
fractal formalism. 7. Dimension of sets and measures invariant under hyperbolic systems. Appendix IV. A general 
concept of multifractai spectra; multifractal rigidity. 8. Relations between dimension, entropy, and Lyapunov 
exponents. Appendix V. Some useful facts. Bibliography. Index. 
Introduction to Scientific Comvutina. By Brigitte Lucquin and Oliver Fironneau (translated by Michel Kern). 
John Wiley & Sons, Chichester, U.K. (1998). $22.50 (paper), $50.00 (hardback). 
Contents: 
Foreword. Introduction. 1. Some partial differential equations. Part A. Programming the model problem by 
a Finite Element Method. 2. Introduction to the Finite Element Method; Energy minimisation. Finite Element 
Method: Variational formulation and direct methods. 4. Finite Element Method: Optimisation of the method. 
Part B. 5. Finite Element Method for general elliptic problems. 6. Non-symmetric or non-linear partial differential 
equations. 7. Evolution problems: Finite differences in time. Part C. Complements on numerical methods. 
8. Integral methods for the Laplacian. 9. Some algorithms for parallel computing. Bibliography. Index. 
G-Converaence and Homooenization of Nonlinear Partial Differentia~ Operators. By Alexander Pankov. Kluwer 
Academic Publishers, Dordrecht. (1997). 249 pages. $120.00, NLG 210.00, GBP 72.00. 
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